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Futura2000 creating Untitled (1984) for the exhibition Writing on the Wall: Works in Progress
by New York City Graffiti Artists. The artist works in spray paint while a crowd looks on from
the side. Image courtesy of The Ohio State University Archives.

INTRODUCTION
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT
The Vietnam War, Civil Rights movement, Kennedy’s assassination—the 1960s
and '70s were full of political and societal upheaval. Revolutionary scientific
advances were accompanied by the blight of industrial pollution. In the face
of injustices across the social spectrum, the illusion of the American Dream
shattered. Artists stepped into the gap to present new methods of looking at
and understanding the world, drawing attention to harsh realities. While the
social movements that flowered in the 1960s and '70s moved American society
towards a more inclusive future, this progress was also accompanied by a
political and cultural backlash—a new brand of conservatism that dominated
the 1980s. Artists responded once again, creating works that often speak
directly to the lived experiences of those marginalized.

OHIO STATE
The 1970s saw the emergence of a contemporary art collection at Ohio State
under the direction of University Gallery director Betty Collings. Gallery A and
B reflect her work and concerns. The subsequent director, Jonathan Green,
organized exhibitions that engaged with the political interests and
countercultural movements of the 1980s, as seen in Gallery C, D, and the
Reading Room (RR). In the late 1980s, Ohio State built upon this legacy of
artistic experimentation by establishing the new Wexner Center for the Arts.
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A birds-eye view of the gallery layout at the Wexner Center for the Arts. The entry gallery is labeled A,
with names proceeding in alphabetical order up the ramp. The Reading Room (RR) is between C and D.

GALLERY A
COLLECTION BEGINNINGS
Betty Collings served as Ohio State’s first University Gallery director from
1975-80. [7] She organized their permanent collection and gained grants from
the

National Endowment for the Arts

that enabled Ohio State to acquire

cutting edge artworks by modern artists on a large scale for the first time. She
sought to display multidisciplinary art which incorporated

conceptual art

and

art of a documentary or realistic nature. These artworks conversed well with
academic studies in the sciences and other disciplines, and interest in Ohio
State’s collections increased. [8]

When the world has been put in upheaval, and previous mindsets,
worldviews, or perceived safety is shattered, how does one determine
what is real and true? How did each of these artists interact with this
question in their own way?
A poster of a
fingerprint over a
landscape for an
exhibition of Dennis
Oppenheim's work at
The Kitchen in New York
in 1975, featuring an
image from Identity
Stretch, 1970-1975.
Wexner Center

LAND ART

Archives.

Dennis Oppenheim’s Identity Stretch

explores the concept of human

impact on land, an early call to consider the geological footprint industry
leaves behind. No longer content with the standard sculptural medium,
Oppenheim turned to

earthwork—art

using land formations. He superimposed

the fingerprints of himself and his son Erik onto a photograph of a map of

W. Brydges Artpark on

Earl

a former industrial waste dump in Lewiston, NY. Then,

trucks drove through and sprayed the landscape with hot tar, following the
contours of the thumbprints. [9]

Information

GALLERY A
STUDENT REFLECTIONS
During this time of turbulence, an MFA student at Ohio State, Michael Keyes,
created

screen-prints

from several photographs of the student uprisings to

commemorate them. Amidst the instability and large-scale activism, art
became a necessary outlet to process current events. Michael Keyes used his
art to present campus reality as he experienced it, memorializing it.

How would you portray the realities of the pandemic and social conflict
from your own experience?
In 2020, Ohio State experienced
another monumental university
shutdown due to the COVID-19
pandemic. The year 2020 similarly saw
graduate student protests of working
conditions on campus, protests in May
in downtown Columbus around police
violence against African Americans,
and societal turmoil surrounding health
concerns and inequalities.

Michael J. Keyes,

Oval, Thursday Noon, April

30, 1970, 1971. Screen print, 30 1/4 x 21 1/4 in.
Collection of the artist. Image of a student
facing the National Guard line on Ohio State
campus green.

How can we compare the societal
upheaval and controversies of the
1960’s and ‘70s to the societal
polarization and controversies of
the current era? What factors seem
to contribute to the escalation of
conflict? What has changed since
1970?

The Lantern

The Lantern

Kitsch

GALLERY C
NANCY SPERO
Like Betty Collings's Dance, Nancy Spero’s Let the Priests Tremble employs
movement as a symbolic vehicle. Spero, born in Cleveland, Ohio in 1926,
centers feminist and anti-war messages in her works on paper. [18] While she
identifies the body as a site of violence against women, her graphic
depictions assert a feminist power. By incorporating imagery from different
sources, including classical mythology and contemporary media, Spero
creates a unique iconography that

gender and war.

challenges historical narratives about

[19] Consider some of the other art in this gallery space,

such as Rudolf Baranik's Napalm Elegy I or Gary and Matt Bower's Theories of
War: Civil Defense.

How does Spero’s art relate to these works? What

commentary about conflict and war do you notice?
As you explore other gallery spaces, consider how Spero’s work might relate to
Eva Hesse’s Area and the artwork from the 1985 exhibition RAPE.

What are

some of the unifying themes? What is the role of the body? How do the
artists address gender and sexuality?

Nancy Spero,

Let The Priests Tremble, 1982. Ink stencil on paper. Installation image from To Begin,

Again: A Prehistory of the Wex, 1968-1989 (2022) exhibition. A detail from one of three panels in the
work. Two nude women, outlined in orange and pink, leap with arms and legs outstretched. Blue-green
text around the figures reads: "let the priests tremble, we're going to show them our sexts!"

GALLERY D
ADRIAN PIPER
Adrian Piper’s Four Intruders Plus
Alarm Systems is an artwork that
surrounds the viewer. Entering
Piper’s darkened, spiral-shaped
room, viewers encounter images of
four Black male faces hanging on
the work’s interior walls. Lights
behind the images make these
portraits strange, as light
emanates from each subject’s
eyes. As

The Lantern described

in 1984:

“[Piper’s work] makes a

statement about racism … Under
[each photograph] is a set of

Adrian Piper,

Four Intruders Plus Alarm Systems, 1980.

Wood, lightbox photographs, audiotapes, headsets, and

stereo headphones that broadcast
various racist comments that seem
to be thoughtless reactions to the
photographs.” [27]

music soundtrack, 84 x 71 in. diameter. Collection of
The Ohio State University, courtesy of the Wexner
Center for the Arts. Purchased with assistance from the
National Endowment for the Arts. A view of the exterior
of a black, cylindrical enclosure inside a gallery space.

Piper’s aim with Four Intruders is to speak to entrenched stereotypes about
Black masculinity in American culture. As the audio recordings and our own
responses to this confrontation with these images of Black men reinforce,
Black men in America have long been viewed with suspicion, seen as
dangerous, and assumed to be criminals. This stereotype, which can be traced
back all the way to the post-Reconstruction era if not before, persists in

What does being inside Piper's work make us feel?
What connections can we draw between Piper's work and current events
and political protest in the US in the past decade? How do these sorts of
stereotypes impact the lives of Black people in the US?
today’s culture as well.

GALLERY D
EVA HESSE
American artist Eva Hesse is well-known for
her sculptures made in experimental
materials. When many of her male
colleagues in New York were using
industrial materials like aluminum,
fiberglass, wood, or steel, Hesse gravitated
towards materials like latex rubber, resin,
string, and cloth. These materials are more
prone to discoloration, warping, and other

Eva Hesse,

types of change than the building-grade

mesh and wire, 50 x 129 x 36 in. Collection

materials her colleagues used. As a result,

Area, 1968. Rubber latex on

of The Ohio State University, courtesy of
the Wexner Center for the Arts. A

even though Hesse’s work is often
considered part of the post-minimalist

sculpture rests against the wall with part
of it stretching across the floor.

movement, her objects have a more delicate appearance that is often read as
relating to the human body and its ephemerality. These relations are made
even more potent when one considers Hesse’s objects in relationship to her
own biography: Hesse died at the age of 34 from a brain tumor, cutting both
her life and her artistic career tragically short.

Hesse’s sculpture Area has been a highlight of the Wexner Center collection
since the time of its acquisition and was shown numerous times both at the
Wexner Center and at other institutions in celebration of Hesse’s practice. In
To Begin, Again, Hesse’s prone sculpture is dislocated from the timeline;
instead of being presented with other works made around the same time,
Area is being shown alongside artworks that relate, at a central level, to the

How does Hesse’s sculpture make you feel? What does it
make you think about—what associations or assumptions might we make
about it in the context of what we see around it?
human body.

GALLERY D
BARBARA HAMMER
Barbara Hammer’s video

Snow Job: The

Media Hysteria of AIDS

(1986) offers a

visual collage of sound and images that
look at the misinformation, fear tactics,
and biases used in American media
surrounding AIDS, the people who
contracted the disease, and the
government's insufficient action in

Barbara Hammer,

still from Snow Job: The

Media Hysteria of AIDS, 1986. Video: color
and sound, 7:42 mins. Courtesy of
Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI), New York. An
image of a blue screen dotted with white

response. Presenting snippets of
broadcasts and headlines, Hammer’s piece

snow and the text "AIDS tattoo" in the
center.

asks us to think about the biases between
a presumed point of origin—in this case,
the gay male community—and a disease.

ISAAC JULIEN
British artist Isaac Julien similarly works
against these prejudices with his video

This is not an AIDS advertisement
(1988), which depicts romantic love
between gay men and depicts male
bodies as objects of desire. In the second
portion of Julien’s video, the soundtrack
and text on the screen reiterate the
underlying message of the title: “This is not
an AIDS advertisement. Feel no shame in
your desire.” Here, Julien fights against the
impulse to equate a gay male identity with
AIDS.

Isaac Julien,

This is Not an AIDS

Advertisement, 1988. Video: color, 10 mins.
Courtesy of Frameline, San Francisco. A
collaged image with pink text and figures.

PLAYLIST
Check out these multimedia activities that relate to the exhibition!

MUSIC

Listen to "

The Escapades Rap",

which features Futura2000

with The Clash. In the early 1980s, Futura2000 worked with
the rock band, creating posters for the Radio Clash tour and
painting onstage during concerts. [29]

ARCHIVES

Curious about the history of The Ohio State University from
1968 to 1989? Explore a

timeline

from the University Archives,

which details important events, academic developments, and
figures from Ohio State’s past.

STREET ART

Use the

Google Arts & Culture

app to explore

street art

from around the world. You can also filter by a particular
artist, such as

Futura2000.

If you have access to tablet or

computer, you can create and share your own “street art”
with this

VOICES &
STORIES

tool

from the

Tate.

The Carmen Collection

highlights voices from Ohio State’s

history. Read firsthand responses to featured events below.
You can also explore the collection (and sort by decade) to
find more stories.

student response to the crisis in Iran
history of LGBTQ activism on campus
origin of the Women’s Studies program
the formation of the

Choking Times

Black student newspaper Our

PLAYLIST
Check out these multimedia activities that relate to the exhibition!

RADIO

Listen to clips from the

Black Studies Broadcast Journal,

a radio program that aired in the 1970s on

WOSU,

the Ohio

State radio station.

VIDEO

In 1989, WOSU's art program d'ART covered the exhibition
AIDS: The Artists' Response. View the video through

station's archives.

As part of the exhibition, the AIDS

Memorial Quilt traveled to Columbus. Watch an

with Cleve Jones

ACTIVISM

the

interview

to learn more about the quilt project.

The student-led project

Reclaiming Our Histories traces

feminist activism at Ohio State. Explore the collections,
writings, and clippings compiled by the research team.

DANCE

Betty Collings's Dance and Nancy Spero’s Let the Priests
Tremble are two works in the exhibition that feature
movement as a key theme. Consider a

Ohio State

BIOGRAPHY

history of dance at

in connection with this art.

The 1985 exhibition RAPE was “dedicated to the memory of
Ana Mendieta, whose unexpected death on September 8,
1985 underscores the violence in our society.” [30] The film
Fuego de Tierra details Mendieta’s life and legacy. Read an

interview with the directors
through the

Met’s archives.

or watch the

documentary
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